
Premikati Full Procurement 
Suite BPO Services

Today’s market is quickly shifting away from the traditional business operating models, leaving 
companies like yours concerned about maintaining sustainable growth. Business process 
outsourcing (BPO) solutions from Premikati empower you to offload sourcing and procurement 
tasks to an award-winning team. With Premikati, you’ll be supported by the power of a management 
consulting firm specifically tailored to procurement and supply chain solutions.  

At Premikati, it’s our mission to help our clients—both buyers and sellers—with all facets of 
procurement strategy. Our suite of BPO services delivers intelligent solutions, leveraging our 
expertise, supplier relationships and first-class technology solutions without the cost and headache 
of managing an internal team.  

Premikati Business Process Outsourcing Delivers: 

Greater Flexibility 
With Premikati as your BPO partner, you can quickly 
adjust to changing market conditions and allocate 
resources where they’re needed most.  

Competitive Advantage 
Enlisting Premikati for your sourcing and 
procurement needs allows you to focus on the core 
functions of your business and establish yourself as 
a market leader. 

We Are Proud to Be: 
    An SAP Gold Partner   
     A WBENC-Certified,  

Woman-Owned Business  
    A Team of SAP Ariba Experts

Rethinking Your Business Operations with 
Intelligent Technologies

The Premikati Difference 

As one of only six global SAP® Ariba™ BPO Partners, we offer a 
comprehensive solution that combines world-class procurement 
software with the professional services needed to run and 
administer the technology. We help you deploy a complete, cost-
effective BPO solution in a fraction of the time.  

Cost Efficiency  
By outsourcing your BPO needs to Premikati, you’ll 
save significantly over the cost of hiring, training and 
maintaining an in-house team with the same level 
of expertise.

Better Performance 
We give you the best quality services and perform 
them with greater efficiency and speed than 
an in-house team member who lacks the same 
experience, tools and specialization.  

info@premikati.com



Why Should Your Business 
Invest in BPO? 

Premikati Delivers: 

www.premikati.com 317-682-4940 info@premikati.com

Less Cost, More Time 
Businesses can leverage employees’ strengths, 
saving up to 30% of their time and money and 
giving them back time to focus on core 
business functions. 

57 percent of businesses that outsource their business 

processes do so to enable their team to spend more time 

focusing on core business functions. If you want to stay ahead 

of your competitors, you can’t afford to take any time away from 

your core business functions. Turn to the procurement experts 

and stay fully focused on your company’s mission.

About Premikati

Premikati, in partnership with SAP Ariba, offers a comprehensive 
solution that combines world-class procurement software with the 
professional services needed to run and administer the technology. 
By offering both services and technology, Premikati helps 
organizations deploy a complete solution in a fraction of the time. 
This accelerates your ROI and eliminates the risk of failed, costly 
implementations that many organizations face during deployment. 

Rethink your operations with intelligent business process outsourcing solutions from Premikati. 

CONTACT PREMIKATI TODAY 

Our Expertise 
Leverage our team of award-winning SAP Ariba 
experts for the support and resources to position 
yourself as a world-class procurement department. 
When you partner with the sourcing and procurement 
experts at Premikati, challenges become successes. 

www.premikati.com 317-682-4940 info@premikati.com

Outsourcing Your Business 
Processes to a Team of 
Experts Can Result in: 

• Improved Productivity
• Freedom to Focus on Core

Business Needs
• Optimal Resource Utilization
• Increased Diversity of Skills
• More Global Presence
• Less New Hires/Fires
• Staying on Budget




